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ABSTRACT
In this paper, according to the working principle and application status of distributed
optical fiber temperature sensor, amplified spontaneous Raman scattering phenomenon
and its time-domain characteristics are analyzed. A new measuring principle based on
amplified spontaneous Raman scattering light pulse signal temperature effect is presented,
and is applied to distributed optical fiber sensor systems. Noise inevitably exists in data
collected by distributed optical fiber temperature sensing systems. According to the needs
of high-temperature oil well testing, distributed high temperature single-mode fiber
sensors and detection equipment are designed, and gives two-dimensional data of oil well
temperature testing. Because of the weak Raman backwards scattered signal and serious
noise disturbance, multi-resolution wavelet analysis and reconstruction method are
adopted for the de-noising of testing signal.
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of distributed fiber-optic sensor system was firstly developed in 1981 by the
University of Southampton[1]. In 1983, Hartog carried out the principle experiments of distributed fiberoptic sensor based on laser Raman effect of liquid fiber[2]. In 1985, Dakin implemented temperature
testing experiment using distributed fiber optic temperature sensor, wherein an argon ion laser has been
taken as light source[3]. In the same year, Hartog and Dakin developed distributed fiber optic
temperature sensor experimental apparatus independently taking semiconductor laser as light source[4,5].
Since then, distributed fiber optic temperature sensor has been greatly developed, and a variety of
sensing mechanisms have been presented[6-7].
The development of distributed optical fiber temperature sensor system has gone through three
stages: short-range stage (2km Systems), medium-range stage (10km systems) and long-range stage (30
km Systems)[8-9]. In some special applications, such as fire monitoring of mains power plants, explosion
protection systems of coal mines and oil wells, and deformation monitoring of highways and urban rail
transit systems, current long-range distributed optical fiber temperature sensor systems cannot meet the
requirements of test temperature and distance; therefore, distributed optical fiber temperature
measurement systems with much longer distance are urgently needed. Researches on new temperature
measurement principles are to achieve this goal. Distributed optical fiber temperature sensors adopting
optical fiber scattering theory can overcome the shortcomings of traditional point electronic sensors that
cannot work in environments of high temperature, high pressure, corrosion, strong geomagnetic
disturbances etc. It is not sensitive to electromagnetic interference and is able to withstand extreme
conditions, including high temperature, high pressure and strong shock and vibration environment.
Distributed optical fiber temperature sensing monitoring system exerts advantages such as wide
measurement range, high spatial resolution, high accuracy and ease of automation, etc., and shows broad
application prospects in wide range temperature measurements and monitoring dam seepage.
However, monitoring temperature data obtained by the distributed optical fiber temperature
sensing monitoring system is inevitably adulterated with noise, thus affecting the accuracy of monitoring
data. In this paper, amplified spontaneous Raman scattering phenomenon and its time-domain
characteristics are analyzed according to the working principle and application status of distributed
optical fiber temperature sensors. Propose a new fiber optic temperature amplified spontaneous Raman
scattering light pulse signal based on temperature effect measuring principle and apply it to distributed
optical fiber sensor systems, and then discuss the experimental results and the experimental data based
on the new temperature measurement principle. According to the needs of high-temperature oil well
testing, distributed high temperature single-mode fiber sensors and detection equipment are designed,
and gives two-dimensional data of oil well temperature testing. Because of the weak Raman backwards
scattered signal and serious noise disturbance, multi-resolution wavelet analysis and reconstruction
method are adopted for the denoising of testing signal. Through field testing applications, distributed
optical fiber sensing technology can be used in high temperature, high pressure and strong shock and
vibration environments of petrochemical, metallurgy, and electric power industry etc.
THE BASIC THEORY OF WAVELET[10]
Wavelet transform is to decompose a finite energy signal into a function family (wavelet basis
function) resulting from the dilation and translation of a fast decay and oscillatory function (mother
wavelets). A variable time-frequency window is equipped for base functions on the phase plane, in order
to accommodate needs of different resolutions.
The basic principle of wavelet transform
Let ψ be a finite energy function defined on ( −∞, +∞ ) , and constitute a square integrable signal
space, denoted byψ ∈ L 2( R ) ; the resulting function family {ψ ab } can be expressed as:
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ψ ab (t ) = a

−0.5

ψ(

t −b
)
a

− ∞ < b < +∞, a > 0
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(1)

ψ (t ) is called wavelet function, and ψ ab (t ) is generated by the dilation and translation of ψ (t ) . a
is the dilation factor, b is the translation factor. For any signal f (i ) ∈ L 2( R ) , the continuous wavelet
transform can be defined as the inner product of the signal and the wavelet basis function:
WT ( f (t ); a, b) ≤ f ,ψ ab ≥ a

−0.5

∫ ψ(
R

t −b
) dt
a

(2)

Continuous wavelet transform has properties of linearity, translation invariance, retractable total
variability, self-similarity and redundancy etc. In engineering, the most widely used is the dyadic
wavelet transform in signal processing using wavelet transform method. Let a = 21 , b = k 21 , then the
dyadic wavelet transform of f (t) is:
W f ≤ f (t ),ψ j ,k ≥ 2

− j /2

∫

R

f (t )ψ (2− j − k ) dt

(3)

In the dyadic wavelet transform, scale parameters are discretized, while the translation
parameters on time domain maintain continuous change. In 1988, Mallat presented the concept of multiresolution analysis when constructing orthogonal wavelet basis functions, with which the multiresolution feature of wavelet have been vividly illustrated. All previous orthogonal wavelet construction
methods were unified, gave out a fast orthogonal wavelet transform algorithm, namely Mallat algorithm.
Set f k be the discrete sampling data of a signal, if Co,k = f k , then:
C j ,k = ∑ C j −1hN − 2 k
n

D j ,k = ∑ C j −1 g N − 2 k

(4)

n

k = 0,1, 2..., N − 1
N is discrete sampling data; h and g is the filter impulse response, namely the coefficient of
decomposition filter bank in each column; C j ,k is the approximation coefficients of the signal; D j ,k is the

successive approximation of f k in the resolution of 2 j ; D j ,k is the detail coefficient of the signal; D j ,k f k
is the discrete detail of f k in the resolution of 2 j . The Mallat reconstruction algorithm of the signal is:

C j −1, N = ∑ C j hN −2 k + ∑ D j g N −2 k

(5)

hN −2 k and g N −2 k are the conjugate transposes of hN −2 k and g N −2 k respectively, and indeed the
impulse response of the filter, i.e. the reconstruction filter bank coefficients. Using Mallat algorithm,
data close to the original signal can be obtained from discrete sampling signals coming through a low
pass filter. Signal edge detail information is obtained after passing though a high-pass filter, so the
essence of wavelet transform is a filtering operation. With the increase of the wavelet transform scale,
the original signal glitches and noises can be gradually smoothed out, and the signal will overcome the
noise and dominate the detail information. It is the key to extract the mutated signal characteristics to
minimize the relative distortion generated by the filter.
The theory of noise reduction based on wavelet transform
It is one of the important applications of wavelet analysis to eliminate signal noise. A onedimensional model of a signal containing noise can be expressed as:
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i = 0,1, 2,..., n − 1
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(6)

Where, f (i ) is the true signal; e(i ) is noise; s (i ) is the signal containing noise. Here, a simple
noise model is used to describe the process, namely let e(i ) be Gaussian white noise N (0,1), and the
noise level be 1. In practical engineering, the effective signal manifests itself as a low-frequency signal
or a stable signal, while the noise signal is manifested in high-frequency signal, so the noise cancellation
process can be implemented according to the following approaches.
First, the actual signal is decomposed into wavelets. Then the high-frequency coefficient of
wavelet is threshold quantization processed. Finally, according to the low-frequency coefficient of Nth
layer and the quantized high-frequency coefficients of 1-Nth layers, reconstruct the signal, to eliminate
the noise signal. Generally, there are 3 wavelet de-noising methods:
(1) Forced de-noising method. In this method, all the high-frequency parts of the whole structure
are regarded as zero, namely, all the high-frequency parts are eliminated, and then reconstruct the signal.
This method is simple to carry out, and resulted signal is relatively smooth, but it is easy to lose useful
signals.
(2) Default threshold de-noising processing. In the software of Matlab, default threshold of the
signal is generated using the ddencmp function, and then carry out de-noising process using the
wdencmp
function.
(3) De-noising processing given soft or hard threshold. In the actual de-noising process, the
threshold value can be obtained by empirical formula, and this threshold value is more credible than the
default threshold.
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Distributed optical fiber temperature sensing technique is a hot research spot over the past
decade. For long distance applications, most researches have focused on fiber optic temperature
measurement based on light scattering mechanism. Currently, common used systems include Rayleigh
scattering system based on optical fiber time domain reflection (OTDR), Raman backscatter system
(ROTDR), Brillouin scattering system (BOTDR), distributed fiber sensing measurement system etc.
When laser pulse propagates in the fiber, Rayleigh scattering occurs due to the microscopic
inhomogeneity of the refractive index in the fiber. In time domain, time needed for incident light
returning to the incident end is t, the distance traveled by the laser pulse in the fiber is L , and 2 L = V * t ,
where V is the light propagation speed in the optical fiber. At t , the measured signal is the local
backwards Rayleigh scattering light, the distance to the incident end is L . Using the time domain
reflection technique, the loss of the optical fiber can be determined, failure point and break point can be
positioned, so, it can be called fiber laser radar.
In the space domain, Rayleigh backwards scattering photon flux of the fiber is:

φR = K R ⋅ S ⋅ v04 ⋅ φe ⋅ exp(−2α0 L)

(7)

Formula (1): Where, φe is the photon flux of the laser pulse at the incident end of the optical
fiber; K R is the coefficient related to the Rayleigh scattering cross section; v0 is the frequency of the
incident laser; S is the backwards scatter factor of the optical fiber; α 0 is the loss of the fiber at the
frequency of the incident photon; L is the distance between the location and the incident end:
L=

C ⋅t
2n

(8)

In frequency domain, the Raman scattered photons is divided into Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman
scattering photons. The frequency of Stokes Raman scattering photon is:
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(9)

The frequency of anti-Stokes Raman scattering photon is:

vα = v0 + v

(10)

Where, v = 1.32 ×1013 Hz is the vibration frequency of the fiber optic phonon.
Stokes Raman scattering photon flux is almost independent of temperature T :

φs = Ks ⋅ S ⋅ vs4 ⋅ φe ⋅ exp[−(α0 + α s ) ⋅ L] ⋅ Rs (T )

(11)

The anti-Stokes Raman scattering photon flux is modulated by the temperature T of the local
area:

φα = Kα ⋅ S ⋅ vα4 ⋅ φe ⋅ exp[−(α0 + αα ) ⋅ L] ⋅ Rα (T )

(12)

Where, K s and Kα are factors related to Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering cross sections
respectively; S is the backwards scattering factor of the optical fiber; vs and vα are the sub-frequencies
of Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering photon respectively; α 0 ， α s and αα are transmission loss
of incident light, Stokes Raman scattering light and anti-Stokes Raman scattering light respectively; L is
the length of the fiber to be tested; Rs (T ) and Rα (T ) are coefficients related to the molecular
populations of fiber on low energy level and high energy level, which depends on the temperature of the
fiber to be tested:

Rs (T ) = [1 − exp(−hΔv / kT )]−1

(13)

Rα (T ) = [exp(hΔv / kT ) − 1]−1

(14)

Where, h is Planck's constant; k is Boltzmann's constant.

φα Kα vα 4
=
⋅ [ ] ⋅ exp(−hΔv / kT ) ⋅ exp[−(αα − α s ) L]
φs K s vs

(15)

Demodulate the anti-Stokes Raman scattering OTDR curve with Stokes Raman scattering OTDR
curve, according to formula (15), the temperature T of a point on the fiber at a distance L from the
incident end can be obtained.
Here, We propose a new fiber optic temperature amplified spontaneous Raman scattering light
pulse signal based on temperature effect measuring principle and apply it to distributed optical fiber
sensor systems.
RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In most cases, ordinary optical fibers with epoxy or plastic outer layers are not applicable in
high-temperature environments.
The validation of the model
In order to make the fiber can be widely used in the fields of oil, gas, coal and other exploration
and production works with high temperature environments; it must be coated with proper refractory
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metals, such as chrome, aluminum, copper, etc. Optical fibers used in this article have been coated with
chrome according to special process. Then the fiber is protected by stainless steel capillary armor (outer
sleeve diameter is 26 mm), which is filled with lubricating oil, able to withstand high temperature and
high pressure of steam injection wells. Meanwhile, during the testing process of steam injection wells,
lubricators are installed. According to the tensile strength and the outer diameter of the fiber, heavier
rods and connectors have been manufactured and connected to the lower end of the capillary, so that the
fiber can reach the predetermined depth in the heavy oil wells.

Figure 1: High-temperature fiber optic sensing system in high-temperature furnace

Figure 1 shows the long-term test results of high-temperature fiber optic sensing system in hightemperature furnace. The distributed optic fiber temperature sensing system developed in this paper is
applied for single-mode fibers with long measuring distance, large measuring range. The technical
parameters are listed: temperature measuring depth: 0~8km; Temperature range: -15~350℃;
Temperature Range resolution: 15 m; Measurement Accuracy: ±2℃; Test time: ≤60 s; work pressure:
≤35MPa.
The experiment of high temperature
After being calibrated using high-temperature furnace, the distributed optical fiber temperature
measurement system has been tested in oilfield wells. The end of the fiber is descended into 1050m
insider the well, and the total length of the fiber is 2 000 m. After long-term on-line measurement, the
original Stokes Raman signal, the anti-Stokes Raman scattered signal, and the demodulated temperature
signal are obtained, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, with the increase of depth, the temperature is ascended. At depth100m and
500m insider the well, the temperature is suddenly increased. The reason is that there are four inclined
wells near the test site, and interaction between formation temperatures is generated because of changes
in the structure after the injection of steam.
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Figure 2: Stokes Raman and anti-Stokes Roman scattered signal

Figure 3: The original signal of well temperature test

Furthermore, even after the digital cumulative averaging processing, the noise in the original
signal of well temperature test is still relatively large due to external interference. Therefore, in order to
improve the measurement accuracy, the signal should be further processed to improve the signal-tonoise ratio.
Case of high temperature wells test signal analysis
Raman backwards scattering signal in distributed temperature measurement system is weak and
contains a number of random noises (mostly having white noise characteristics) that are far greater than
the magnitude of the Raman scattering signal. The signal-to-noise ratio of the signal after photoelectric
conversion is so low that almost all useful temperature information is buried in noises. Besides, there are
various inevitable energy loss in the return process of the scattering light, resulting in the fact that the
intensity of the Raman scattering light at the proximal end is stronger than that of the distal end, while
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the intensity of noises remain unchanged. Useful temperature signal is relatively stable and is mainly
concentrated in the section of low frequency, while noises are distributed over the entire frequency
range. Therefore, it plays a key role to improve the signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement of
temperature.
In terms of de-noising methods, there are median filtering, low-pass filtering, Fourier transform,
etc., but useful part of the signal will be filtered by these methods. As a multi-resolution analysis
method, wavelet transform has an adaptive window, and has good resolution for both of time and
frequency. Practical applications have proved that it is helpful for the improvement of measurement
accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio to de-noise temperature measurement signals with this approach.
Specific process using wavelet analysis method for signal filtering and de-noising is listed: (1)
Select wavelet form. Here Haar wavelet is selected, it is an orthogonal wavelet function with compact
support with good regularity, and is able to separate high-frequency part of the signal to low-frequency
part. (2) Select wavelet decomposition level, and calculate the wavelet decomposition of signal S to the
Nth layer (value of N should make the number of maxima of signal modulus dominate the total number).
In this paper, take N = 4 and 6 for comparative analysis. (3) Quantify the threshold of wavelet highfrequency coefficients. Here the de-noising threshold is selected using the Mini/maxi Principle. (4)
Reconstruct according to the changed wavelet coefficients, and finally get a de-noised signal.
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Figure 4: The reconstructed temperature signals

The reconstructed temperature signals with 6-layer wavelet decomposition and 4-layer wavelet
decomposition are shown in Figure 4 (a) and 4 (b). Figure 4 (c) shows the reconstructed temperature
signal with 6-layer wavelet decomposition with larger threshold. As can be seen by comparison, the
wavelet de-noising method can significantly improve the signal-to-noise ratio and improve the accuracy
of the temperature signal.
CONCLUSIONS

Using the distributed optical fiber temperature sensing system presented in this paper, full-field
long-distance temperature measurement has been realized in high-temperature and high-pressure
environments. A wavelet multi-scale resolution theory is proposed to de-noise the measured temperature
signal and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the effect of which is obvious. In this paper, according to
the working principle and application status of distributed optical fiber temperature sensor, amplified
spontaneous Raman scattering phenomenon and its time-domain characteristics are analyzed. A new
measuring principle based on amplified spontaneous Raman scattering light pulse signal temperature
effect is presented, and is applied to distributed optical fiber sensor systems. According to the needs of
high-temperature oil well testing, distributed high temperature single-mode fiber sensors and detection
equipment are designed, and gives two-dimensional data of oil well temperature testing. Because of the
weak Raman backwards scattered signal and serious noise disturbance, multi-resolution wavelet analysis
and reconstruction method are adopted for the de-noising of testing signal, which has significant
economic and social benefits.
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